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Abstract4
Water Distribution System model parameter calibration is an important step to obtain a representative5
system model, such that it may be applied to understand system operational performance, often in6
real-time. However, few approaches have attempted to quantify uncertainty in calibrated parameters,7
model predictions, and consider the sensitivity of model predictions to uncertain parameters. A8
probabilistic Bayesian approach is here applied to calibrate - and quantify uncertainty in - the pipe9
roughness groups of an Epanet2 hydraulic model of a real-life water distribution network. Within the10
applied Bayesian framework, the relative performance of formal and informal Bayesian likelihoods in11
implicitly quantifying parameter and predictive uncertainty is considered. Both approaches quantify12
posterior parameter uncertainty with similar posterior distributions for parameter values (mean and13
standard deviation). However, the predictive uncertainty intervals identified with the informal14
likelihood are too narrow, regardless of the behavioural threshold applied to derive these bounds. In15
contrast, the formal Bayesian approach produces more realistic 95% prediction intervals based on16
their statistical coverage of the observations. This results as the error model standard deviation is17
jointly inferred during calibration, which also helps to avoid potential over-conditioning of the18
posterior parameter distribution. However, posterior diagnostic checks reveal that the prediction19
intervals are not valid at percentiles other than the 95% interval as the assumptions of normality,20
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residual homoscedasticity, and non-correlation, often assumed in hydraulic model calibration, do no30
hold. More robust calibration requires the development of error models better suited to the nature of31
residual errors found in Water Distribution System models.32
33
Subject Headings: Water Distribution Systems; Uncertainty Principles; Numerical Models;34
Calibration35
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Introduction51
Water distribution system hydraulic models (e.g. EPANET2; Rossman 2000) are widely applied to aid52
Water Distribution System (WDS) analysis, planning (Kapelan et al. 2005), and to derive better53
system operational performance in real-time (Jamieson et al. 2007; Preis et al. 2010; Romano et al.54
2012).  Offline calibration prior to model application is a necessary step to derive a representative55
model of the system to be simulated (Savic et al. 2009). Optimisation based approaches have been56
widely applied for WDS model calibration, whereby model parameters (e.g. pipe roughness) are57
adjusted to minimise the difference between observed and predicted model states (e.g. nodal pressures58
and/or pipe flow rates). Methodological development has focussed primarily on developing more59
efficient means to identify optimal model parameters (for a review see Savic et al. 2009). Despite the60
fact that there are multiple sources of system uncertainty that affect the quality of model predictions,61
including model structural, input (e.g. demand), parameter, and measurement uncertainty (Hutton et62
al. 2012b) relatively few approaches have attempted to quantify model parameter uncertainty (Kang63
and Lansey 2011; Kapelan et al. 2007), and in turn, the uncertainty in subsequently derived64
predictions.65
In WDS models model parameter uncertainty has been quantified, post calibration, using the First66
Order Second Moment (FOSM) method (Bush and Uber 1998; Lansey et al. 2001). The method67
makes potentially restrictive assumptions, including model linearity and normality and independence68
of calibration parameter values and measurement errors. The parameter response surface can differ69
significantly from the multi-normal distribution assumed in the first order approximation (Vrugt et al.70
2003). In light of these potential difficulties, Kapelan et al. (2007) applied the SCEM-UA71
optimisation algorithm (Vrugt et al. 2003) within a formal Bayesian framework to calibrate a WDS72
model, explicitly explore the posterior parameter distributions, and in doing so, quantify uncertainty73
in the posterior parameter and predictive distributions. The calibration problem effectively reduced to74
a least squares problem, which also makes potentially restrictive assumptions, including Gaussianity75
of model residuals. The validity of these assumptions, and in turn the validity of the predictive76
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distributions, requires further evaluation in the context of WDS models. Often such assumptions are77
not fully evaluated (Huang and McBean 2007), yet may lead to the case where the parameter response78
surface is over-conditioned; that is, parameters are identified that appear well constrained, but are in79
fact wrong because of the influence of different forms of model uncertainty (Beven et al. 2008;80
Hutton et al. 2012b). Calibration parameter errors may cascade and introduce uncertainty into model81
predictions, subsequently derived planning and/or control optimisation decisions (Sumer and Lansey82
2009), and into water quality model predictions (Savic et al. 2009). Thus, it is important that the83
robustness of the calibration procedure to methodological assumptions is adequately considered.84
In Hutton et al (2012b) a framework was presented that considers the uncertainty cascade within the85
context of Water Distribution Systems. With a view towards strengthening understanding of86
uncertainties within this framework, and the tools by which they may be robustly quantified, the aim87
of this paper is to compare both formal and informal Bayesian approaches for WDS model88
calibration, which to the authors’ knowledge have not been applied comparatively in this context.89
Following a consideration of the calibration problem from a probabilistic, Bayesian perspective, the90
alternative formal and informal Bayesian likelihoods are introduced, alongside the objectives to be91
addressed to evaluate the methodologies in the context of WDS model calibration. The calibration92
case study and Bayesian likelihoods are then described, followed by a presentation of the results,93
discussion and conclusions.94
95
Probabilistic Calibration - Formal and Informal Likelihood Functions96
In light of uncertainty in the parameter values of real-life system models (e.g. of natural and manmade97
systems), model calibration is widely set within a probabilistic Bayesian framework (Beven and Freer98
2001; Draper 1995; Freni et al. 2009b; Vrugt et al. 2003), where the uncertainty in calibrated99
parameter values is represented probabilistically, P θ)( . Bayes’ equation provides a means to revise100
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the probability distribution of the model parameter values, in light of new data Y)( , to derive the101
probability of the parameters, conditional on the available data:102
(1)θ)(θ)|Y(Y)|θ( PPP 103
The second right hand term is the prior distribution of model parameters, representing the prior104
knowledge of the parameter value distribution before obtaining the new data.  This prior is combined105
with the likelihood function, which is the probability of the observed data, given the model106
parameters. The likelihood function, alongside the parameter sampling procedure, represents a key107
decision in the calibration procedure.108
Formal likelihood functions, such as the Gaussian distribution, have been widely chosen within the109
probabilistic framework, whereby a model of the residuals between observed and predicted model110
states is used to derive a posterior probability (Dotto et al. 2012; Freni and Mannina 2010). These are111
the same assumptions typically made using the Least Squares approaches more often applied in WDS112
calibration (Savic et al. 2009). When the parameters of the error model are jointly inferred alongside113
those of the model parameters, the method may implicitly account for the effect of other sources of114
uncertainty on model parameter and predictions estimates, by deriving a correct simulation of the total115
residual errors. This is in contrast to explicit formal Bayesian approaches that attempt to separate out116
various sources of model error (Thyer et al. 2009). The problem with the formal Bayesian approach is117
that the likelihood chosen can strongly condition the shape of the parameter probability distribution118
(Beven et al. 2008). If the model residuals do not conform to such a distribution, parameter space may119
become over-conditioned, leading to miss-placed confidence in parameter estimates and model120
prediction intervals (Beven et al. 2008).121
The Generalised Likelihood Uncertainty Estimation (GLUE) procedure was developed following122
dissatisfaction with the formal Bayesian approach, the potential for over-conditioning the posterior123
parameter distribution, and the observation that many different models (and parameter sets), produced124
equally good model predictions (Beven and Binley 1992; Beven and Brazier 2011); a form of125
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equifinality. Recently referred to as the informal, or pseudo Bayesian approach (Freni et al. 2009b;126
Vrugt et al. 2009), the method employs an informal likelihood function (Smith et al. 2008) in equation127
(1), the choice of which is largely subjective, and typically based on commonly applied measures of128
error, such as the sum of square errors. Following parameter sampling, once an informal likelihood is129
obtained for each parameter, a user defined threshold (tb) is chosen to determine between the best130
performing parameter sets – the behavioural models – and the worst performing parameter sets – the131
non-behavioural models. The informal likelihoods associated with each behavioural parameter set132
(and associated predictions) are then normalised to unity to derive a probabilistic representation of133
model parameter and predictive uncertainty. The likelihood information may also be used to conduct a134
model parameter sensitivity analysis (Beven and Freer 2001), which can reveal important information135
regarding model structure and parameter dependency (Hutton et al. 2012a), and potentially guide136
further data collection. The choice of behavioural threshold, however, is alongside the choice of the137
informal likelihood, a subjective choice that cannot be evaluated a posteriori (Freni et al. 2008; Freni138
et al. 2009a). A related method to GLUE is the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) approach,139
which instead of a likelihood function, applies a distance metric to summarise the match between140
observed and predicted time series, and a threshold to determine whether the simulation should be141
included to derive the approximate posterior distribution (Wilkinson, 2013).142
Whilst existing studies have compared informal and formal Bayesian methods/software (Dotto et al.143
2009; Vrugt et al. 2009; Hall et al. 2011), such comparisons have not been made in the context of144
Water Distribution Systems models. Furthermore, different methods compared in the literature, such145
as GLUE, may be applied with different combinations of likelihood function and parameter sampling146
procedure (Dotto et al. 2012; McMillan and Clark 2009; Romanowicz et al. 1994) – the two critical147
choices in probabilistic Bayesian calibration. Thus, rather than make comparisons at a software level,148
here we investigate different choices for the likelihood function in equation (1); a critical choice that149
underpins Bayesian calibration more generally. To address the research aim, the objectives of this150
paper are to:151
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1. Apply and compare the formal and informal Bayesian probabilistic approaches to solve a real152
WDS system calibration problem.153
2. Use the posterior parameter distributions to evaluate model parameter sensitivity.154
3. Interrogate the posterior predictive distributions to evaluate the relative performance and155
assumptions made in the formal and informal Bayesian approaches.156
157
Case Study158
Description159
The two Bayesian calibration procedures are applied to calibrate a hydraulic, demand driven model160
(EPANET2; Rossman 2000) of a WDS located in the UK (Figure 1), studied previously by Kapelan et161
al. (2007). The WDS covers an area of approximately 6 km2, has a ground elevation range of 54-200m162
above datum, and serves a population of approximately 4,500. The system is supplied by gravity from163
a service reservoir, and has two pressure reducing valves in the south. The EPANET2 model consists164
of 451 nodes, 497 pipes and two PRVs (Figure 1).165
Calibration data were collected from a normal water use field test conducted in June 1994, with an166
estimated average demand of 14.4 litres/s. Hourly data were collected for a period of 24 hours from167
28 pressure loggers, and the model therefore calibrated for 24 steady-state loading conditions.168
Analysis169
The network is calibrated for 10 grouped Hazen-Williams pipe roughness coefficients, grouped by170
pipe material/lining and diameter (Table 1). A uniform prior PDF is assumed for each parameter,171
which is widely applied in the absence of any prior information (Vrugt et al. 2009; Beven and Freer,172
2001), and assigns equal probability across the prior range. Engineering judgment, based on pipe173
material, lining and diameter is used to set the prior range for each group. Monte Carlo (random)174
sampling was applied to generate parameter sets from the prior ranges, which given the computational175
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efficiency of the network model, was run overnight to ensure sufficient posterior samples, resulting in176
a total of 2.4x106 samples. More efficient parameter sampling procedures have been applied with both177
formal and informal likelihood functions (Blasone et al. 2008; Kapelan et al. 2007; McMillan and178
Clark 2009), which may be better suited to larger distribution networks. It should be noted that the179
performance of more targeted sampling procedures can be dependent on the chosen likelihood180
function.181
For the Formal Bayesian approach, a Gaussian Likelihood is applied within Equation (1) for model182
calibration. For computational ease, the log-likelihood is used (Vrugt et al. 2009):183
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where n is the number of observations (672), pi and oi are the i th model prediction and observation,186
respectively, and i is the error standard deviation for each observation. The standard deviation is187
assumed the same for each observation, and is also jointly calibrated as an error model parameter,188
alongside the 10 pipe roughness groups, sampling from a uniform prior on the interval [0.01, 2]. A189
total of 20,000 parameter sets were retained for posterior analysis.190
The informal likelihood function applied in the study is based on the commonly applied Nash-191
Sutcliffe Efficiency Statistic (Dotto et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2008):192
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Where n is the number of observations (o) and predictions (p). To derive probabilistic information195
from the informal likelihood, a proportion of total number of model runs needs to be retained; the196
associated Likelihoods are then normalised to unity to derive probabilistic information. Given that the,197
so called, behavioural threshold is subjectively derived, a total of 5 thresholds were used between198
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5000 and 50,000 of the best performing parameter sets – e.g. between the top 0.2% and 2% of199
simulations.200
The sensitivity of model performance to each parameter was evaluated using the results from the201
formal likelihood, and also from the informal likelihood for each behavioural threshold, following the202
method applied in Hutton et al. (2012a). First order sensitivity was calculated based on aerial203
deviation between the prior (uniform) Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) and posterior CDF204
obtained for each parameter, which for comparison across parameters, is normalised by the range of205
the prior for each parameter. The greater the aerial difference, the more concentrated probability mass206
is in certain areas of parameter space, and therefore the more sensitive the model is to the given207
parameter. Coefficients of determination between parameter values were also calculated for each208
likelihood function, and using the informal likelihood, for each behavioural threshold.209
Using the Formal Bayesian approach, the 95% confidence intervals are calculated by combining the210
model predictions at each observation point with their associated probabilities. The 95% prediction211
intervals are obtained by combining the probability of each parameter set with 50 independent212
samples taken from the Gaussian distribution (Stedinger et al. 2008). These are then assigned to the213
prediction at each observation point associated with the parameter set, from which the 95% prediction214
intervals are derived. The Informal Bayesian uncertainty bounds are derived by assigning the215
probability of a parameter set to its associated prediction at each observation point. The 95%216
uncertainty intervals are then derived from the computed cumulative density function across the217
prediction range.218
Results and Discussion219
The identified means of the posterior parameter distributions are similar for both the Informal and220
Formal Bayesian approaches (Table 2), and also to those derived in Kapelan et al. (2007). The221
exception however is with parameter groups P2 and P3. Whilst similar values are obtained using the222
formal and informal Bayesian approach applied, H-W roughness coefficients are higher for these223
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roughness groups than those identified in Kapelan et al. (2007), whose standard deviations are also224
narrower for all parameter groups. Such a result suggests the posterior distribution has been over-225
conditioned in the least squares approach applied, leading to potential over-confidence in the226
identified parameters values. In the informal Bayesian approach applied in this study, mean parameter227
values do not show much sensitivity to the choice of behavioural threshold, whilst there is an increase228
in the standard deviation of P1-P4.229
Figure 2 presents the CDF difference between uniform prior and posterior distributions for the230
parameter groups to which model performance was most sensitive. In both formal and informal231
Bayesian calibration, model performance was most sensitive to P1, followed by P4, P2, and to a lesser232
extent P3 and P5. Model performance is most sensitive to P1 as it is the largest pipe group in the233
network. Furthermore, the pipes are well distributed relative to the observation locations for this234
parameter group. P2, P3 and P4, the next most influential pipe groups on model performance, as235
shown in Figure 1 also contain large numbers of pipes. Parameter groups P5-P10 are less well236
constrained, in part as a number of these groups have relatively fewer pipes. In the case of P8, which237
has 43 pipes, these pipes are not distributed in a way to affect the state predictions at the observation238
locations.  In the Formal Bayesian analysis, the error model standard deviation ( ) has the second239
smallest posterior standard deviation, showing that the choice of error model standard deviation is240
important in calculating the likelihood of a given parameter set.241
The four parameters to which the model results are most sensitive, as measured by the difference242
between prior and posterior distributions, also produce the strongest interactions, as measured by the243
coefficient of determination between parameter values for the best performing parameter sets, which244
is shown in Figure 3. Interactions between P3-P4 and P1-P4 are the strongest, when using both the245
formal and informal Bayesian likelihoods. The pipes in P4 have the largest diameter, as this group246
represents the main pipe delivering water to the network. Pipes in group P3 and P1 are then connected247
to the P4 pipes. Thus, pressure predictions at many of the observation locations therefore reflect a248
trade-off in the roughness values between P3-P4 and P1-P4, a form of equifinality where similar head249
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loss predictions are produced through different combinations of roughness. Interaction between P2-P3250
and P1-P3 produce R2 values of 0.21 and 0.09, respectively, at a behavioural threshold of 5000 in the251
informal approach. The strength of all interactions reduces with an increase in behavioural threshold.252
In the formal approach the R2 value for P2-P3 and P1-P3 is less than 0.05, whilst there is an R2 value253
of 0.15 between P2 and P4. This suggests that despite the behavioural threshold not influencing the254
mean estimates of each parameter (Table 2), interaction between roughness values is important in255
achieving optimal predictions (e.g. the best performing models).256
Figure 4 compares the 95% confidence and prediction intervals to the observations at the four257
observation locations (A-D) shown in Figure 1. The 95% uncertainty intervals derived from applying258
the informal Bayesian approach are narrow in comparison to the observations, and do not provide an259
appropriate statistical coverage of the observations, even when derived using the largest behavioural260
threshold. In contrast, the 95% prediction intervals derived from the formal Bayesian approach261
provide a better coverage of the observations, where 6.5% of the observations fall outside of these262
bounds, which is close to the expected 5%. Informal likelihoods have, in previous applications, been263
considered suitable to prevent the so-called over-conditioning of the parameter distribution – that is,264
to prevent inadequate treatment of the errors and therefore overconfidence in tightly constrained265
parameters (Beven et al. 2008). Whilst this does appear to have occurred in comparison to the other266
approaches in Table 2, the uncertainty intervals are too narrow. The reason is that unlike other267
systems, such as catchment systems where the method has been more widely applied (Brazier et al.268
2000; Hutton et al. 2012a), the roughness parameters do not produce enough variability in the model269
response to produce uncertainty bounds that bracket the observations. Thus, other forms of error are270
not therefore ‘mapped’ adequately onto the parameter space (Blasone et al. 2008).  The relatively271
small variability on model response as a function of roughness is often the case when measurement272
data have been collected during normal operating conditions. It would be preferable to calibrate the273
model using data obtained under hydrant opening, where the observations would be more sensitive to274
pipe roughness. However, such data are often not available, as in the case study presented here. The275
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results identified here emphasise that when calibrating using data obtained under normal operating276
conditions, an appropriate consideration of other sources of uncertainty is required.277
In contrast to the informal Bayesian approach, the formal approach produces more realistic278
uncertainty bounds as i is jointly inferred during calibration alongside the parameter roughness279
groups. This approach is in contrast to the Bayesian approach applied in Kapelan et al. (2007) where280
the standard deviation was integrated out, reducing to a least squares problem. By retaining and281
jointly inferring i , more realistic uncertainty bounds are produced, and the potential for over-282
conditioning the posterior parameter distributions is reduced.283
Figure 5 shows posterior diagnostic checks to evaluate the assumptions made when applying the284
formal Bayesian error model. Despite the relative success of the formal Bayesian approach in285
providing 95% uncertainty bounds with a plausible level of accuracy, an evaluation of the286
assumptions made when applying the formal error model reveal that the Gaussian model does not287
fully represent the true nature of model errors (Figure 5). Though the mean of i (Table 2) is288
adjusted to that of the actual residual distribution, which shows only slight skew (Figure 5a), the289
model errors exhibit greater kurtosis and heavier tails than can be represented with a Gaussian290
distribution (Figure 5a and 5c). So, despite the 95% uncertainty intervals providing what appears to be291
an appropriate statistical coverage, this is not the same for other percentiles (Figure 5c). Furthermore,292
there is some heteroscedasticity, as the largest residual errors occur at the higher pressure293
measurements (Figure 5b).294
The residual errors also reveal temporal autocorrelation at each observation point (Figure 4), most295
notably in Figure 4D. Thus, although the Gaussian assumption does not fully hold, the bounds help296
identify what appears to be a systematic error at observation location D, which contributes 3.5% to the297
total of 6.5% of the observations that fall outside of the prediction bounds. In general, the temporal298
correlation in residuals, and the width of the uncertainty bounds at a given observation point reflects299
the trade-off in calibrating the model to a number of observation locations, which are notable during300
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the night time when demand (and therefore demand uncertainty) is low. These errors may also reflect301
misspecification of network topology and node elevation. The residuals also show spatially auto-302
correlation, as shown by the variograms produced in Figure 5d for specific times of the day. At303
smaller spatial lags (notably less than 500m), the variance in the residuals is smaller, suggesting304
nearby residuals result from the same error. Residual error variance for a given spatial lag is largest at305
peak demand hours in the morning (hour 8) and evening (hour 19), which is perhaps where errors in306
specified system demand are largest.307
308
Summary and Conclusions309
Within a probabilistic framework, Formal and Informal Bayesian methods were applied to a Water310
Distribution System hydraulic model calibration problem. Both methods identify similar posterior311
parameter distributions for the pipe roughness groups, identifying similar calibrated values (posterior312
PDF means) and also similar distributions. In comparison to the results derived using a least squares313
approach within a Bayesian framework (Kapelan et al. 2007), both Formal and Informal Bayesian314
methods applied here avoid the over-conditioning of the posterior parameter distribution.315
The Informal Bayesian approach, however, produced uncertainty bounds that did not adequately316
bracket the observations. The Formal Bayesian approach produced more realistic 95% uncertainty317
bounds based on their statistical coverage of the observations. The approach therefore appears more318
appropriate for pipe roughness calibration of WDS models, as error model parameters are jointly319
inferred during calibration. An additional benefit of such an approach is that the quantification of320
uncertainty in future predictions is more robust; information that may then be used in planning321
decisions (Sumer and Lansey 2009), and also propagated into the application of water quality models322
(Fisher et al. 2011).323
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The assumption of Gaussian residuals, however, as applied here in the Formal Bayesian approach, and324
implicitly assumed in WDS calibration problems based on least squares methods (Kapelan et al. 2007;325
Savic et al. 2009) was revealed by posterior diagnostics to not fully represent the true nature of model326
residual errors in the Water Distribution System model. Thus the paper has demonstrated the need for,327
and methods by which such assumptions should be evaluated in further WDS model calibration.328
Further work is required to investigate the appropriate of other forms of error model that attempt to329
deal implicitly with residual errors (Schoups and Vrugt 2010), that in the context of WDS models, for330
example, may originate from miss-specification of Demand. Furthermore, Formal and Informal331
Bayesian approaches have been developed in an attempt to deal explicitly with different sources of332
error, by using multipliers of system input variables (McMillan et al. 2011), and also the limits of333
acceptability approach (Liu et al. 2009). Investigation is required to evaluate their adaptability to the334
joint inference problem of pipe roughness and demand (Kang and Lansey 2011), as potential335
problems can arise when attempting to deal with multiple error sources explicitly (Thyer et al. 2009).336
As set out in Hutton et al. (2012b) development of appropriate models to deal with errors and337
uncertainty (alongside development of models in general) should be an iterative process, where338
assumptions made during model calibration are checked as a means to improve on both the methods339
for dealing with model errors, as well as the structures of the models themselves (Gelman and Shalazi,340
2012). This paper has demonstrated the need for such an approach in the context of WDS model341
calibration.342
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470
Table 1. Parameter information for each pipe group; PG = parameter group; D = pipe Diameter; N =471
number of pipes.472
PG Material/Lining D (mm) N Min Max
P1 Cast Iron/None 76 50 20 100
P2 Cast Iron/None 102 34 20 100
P3 Cast Iron/None 152 45 20 100
P4 Cast Iron/None 254 37 20 100
P5 Ductile Iron/Cement 100 22 80 130
P6 Ductile Iron/Cement 150 15 80 130
P7 Ductile Iron/Cement 250 1 80 130
P8 Cast Iron/Epoxy 76 43 90 130
P9 MDPE/None 145 7 110 150
P10 PVC/None 152 2 110 150
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Table 2. Calibration results comparing the mean and standard deviation (in brackets) of each488
parameter PDF for the informal likelihood method (for different behavioural thresholds), the formal489
likelihood method and a least squares approach. PG = parameter group.490
Informal Likelihood Formal
Likelihood
Kapelan
et al.
(2007)PG 5000 10000 20000 35000 50000
P1 24(1.9) 24(2.4) 25(3.0) 26(3.9) 27(4.8) 24(1.6) 25(0.8)
P2 69(8.5) 71(10) 72(11.7) 73(12.9) 74(13.4) 69(7.2) 48(1.4)
P3 56(20.8) 56(21.2) 57(21.6) 58(22) 59(22.1) 52(18.9) 42(4.5)
P4 66(6.6) 66(7.5) 65(8.8) 65(9.71) 65(10.2) 66.7(5.3) 66(1.8)
P5 107(14) 106(14) 106(14.4) 105(14.4) 105(14.4) 110(13.5) 113(8.9)
P6 105(14.4) 105(14) 105(14.4) 105(14.5) 105(14.5) 105(14.3) 100(12.9)
P7 104(14.4) 104(14) 104(14.4) 105(14.4) 105(14.4) 104.(14.7) 104(13.5)
P8 109(11.6) 109(11) 110(11.5) 110(11.6) 110(11.5) 107(11.6) 112(10.4)
P9 130(11.6) 130(11) 130(11.6) 130(11.6) 130(11.6) 129(11.6) 130(9.8)
P10 130(11.5) 130(11) 130(11.5) 130(11.5) 130(11.5) 130(10.9) 130(10.9)
- - - - - 1.29(0.04) -
491
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Table 3. First order parameter sensitivity calculated as the aerial difference between the prior and508
posterior distribution. PG = parameter group509
Informal Likelihood Formal
LikelihoodPG 5000 10000 20000 35000 50000
P1 0.51 0.54 0.55 0.55 0.54 0.62
P2 0.16 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.22
P3 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.12
P4 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.23
P5 0.05 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.10
P11 - - - - - 0.36
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Table 4. Coefficient of determination (R2) calculated between the best performing parameter sets in530
the formal and informal Bayesian calibration.531
Parameter Informal Likelihood Formal
LikelihoodInteraction 5000 10000 20000 35000 50000
P3-P4 0.47 0.43 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.27
P1-P4 0.28 0.26 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.22
P2-P3 0.21 0.17 0.10 0.04 0.03 0.02
P1-P3 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.02 -
P2-P4 - - - - - 0.15
P1-P2 - - - - - 0.03
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Figure 1. U.K. water distribution network used in this study showing the main calibraton pipe groups,553
and also the location of sensors (S) within the network. Note: pipe thickness is to help differentiate554
between groups, and is not related to pipe diameter. The letters A to D indicate the observation555
location pressure measurements shown in Fig.4556
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562
Figure 2. Posterior parameter distributions (diagonal plots) for P1-P4, the most influential pipe group563
parameters from informal Bayesian calibration (x-axis represents the prior roughness range; y-axis the564
posterior probability). The off-diagonal plots reveal parameter interaction across the prior ranges of565
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each parameter. The behavioural thresholds for each parameter set are shown from white (threshold =566
5000) to black (threshold = 35000).567
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Figure 3. Posterior parameter distributions (diagonal plots) for P1-P4, the most influential pipe group577
parameters from formal Bayesian calibration (x-axis represents the prior roughness range; y-axis the578
posterior probability). The off-diagonal plots reveal parameter interaction across the prior ranges of579
each parameter. The behavioural thresholds for each parameter set are shown from white (threshold =580
5000) to black (threshold = 35000).581
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589
Figure 4. Formal Bayesian confidence intervals (CI) and prediction intervals (PI; left-hand figures),590
and informal Bayesian uncertainty intervals derived when using a behavioural threshold of 50000591
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samples (right-hand figures) for four selected sensors (A-D) as shown in Figure 1.592
593
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Figure 5. (a) Posterior checks of residual error model assumptions: comparison of theoretical (fitted)594
distribution (smooth curve) and actual residual distribution (bullets); (b) plot of residual errors as a595
function of pressure head; (c) quantile-quantile plot comparing the fitted distribution to the observed596
distribution; (d) spatial variograms of residual error variance plotted for four representative hours597
during the simulation.598
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